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First estimates of the IMF of field stars and clusters

• Salpeter (1955) “Original Mass Function” for field stars (LHS)
• Fair agreement with clusters found by Sandage (1957, 5 open

clusters) and van den Bergh (1957, 9 clusters + Orion, RHS above)

Salpeter (1955):
 “Original Mass Function”

Van den Bergh (1957)
combined 9 clusters

Salpeter (1955)

Γ ≈ -1.2

Γ ≈ - 1.7

Γ ≈ - 1.35



Later work on field stars (left) and clusters (right)
begins to diverge

• Left: Empirical estimates by Limber (1960), Hartmann (1970), and Larson (1973)
compared with Larson’s (1973) probabilistic hierarchical fragmentation model.

• Right: Taff (1974) attempts to combine data for 62 open clusters in a consistent
way.

Taff (1974) 
62 open clusters

IMF
Γ = -1.7



The 1980s: Severe difficulties in constructing the field star IMF become
apparent: uncertain, inhomogeneous, and incomplete LFs, M-L relation,

sensitivity to SFR history, scale height corrections, …

Miller & Scalo (1979) Scalo (1986)

Miller & Scalo (1979)



Major developments since ~ 1990

• CCD arrays, large telescopes  accurate, deep photometry
• Multi-object spectrographs, e.g. 2dF
• Advances in interferometry, radial velocity techniques, astrometry 

accurate binary masses (see Anderson 1997, Delfosse et al. 2000)
• Space observations: Hipparcos, HST
• Improved treatment of subsolar-mass stars (Kroupa et al. 1993)
• IMF unattainable for M > 15Mo (Garmany, Massey, Parker, et al.) and (some)

PMS studies using photometry alone
• Accumulaton of nearly complete nearby-star census (DENIS, 2MASS, …);

see Reid et al. 2002
• Refinement of cluster study techniques: membership, correction for

foreground/background stars, differential reddening, …
• Sensitive near-IR cameras to study embedded star clusters (ISOCAM,

FLAMINGOS, …)
• New generation(s) of stellar evolutionary models (Bertelli et al. 1992,

Schaller et al. 1992, Swenson et al. 1994, D’Antona & Mazzitelli 1994, …Yi
et al. 2003), most electronically available!



The LF-MF conversion for main sequence stars: derivative of the L-M
relation is crucial (D’Antona & Mazzitelli 1983; Kroupa et al. 1993)

Left: Empirical
mass-MV
relations from
binaries from de
Grijs et al. 2002

Right: L-M
relation for low
mass stars from
binary data in
Hillenbrand &
White 2004



Field star IMF:
Reid et al. 2002

25 parsec volume-complete
AFGKM sample

Adopted disk age 10 Gyr

MS lognormal

best fit lognormal

Γ =  -0.3 (1.1)  -1.8

Γ = -0.1 ( (0.6)  -1.5



Sample of field star low-mass IMFs:
same theoretical models, different LFs (Chabrier 2003).

Notice large effect of unresolved binaries on the system IMF
-1.0

local parallax samples system K-band  and HST 
photometric samples



An alternate method for fields stars above ~ 1Mo: match
synthetic populations to counts from Hipparcos in color-

magnitude diagram

Hernandez et al.
(2000, SFR history),
Binney et al. (2000,
age of disk), Bertelli
& Nasi (2001, IMF,
SFR history)

Schroder & Pagel
2003: All thin disk
stars out to 100 pc
with MV < 4.

Best fit IMF:
Γ = -1.7 for 1.1<Mo<1.6

 Γ = -2.1 for 1.6<Mo<4Future space astrometric surveys will extend both
methods to at least 10-20 Mo



Estimating the IMF directly from H-R diagram: avoids
integration over stars with same L but different Teff

Direct use of color-magnitude
diagram to study A and B stars (2-
15 Mo) in the Upper  Scorpius OB
association by Preibisch et al.
2002

D = 145 pc, SF nearly finished
(most molecular gas dispersed)

Solid line: 5 Myr isochrone from
Bressan et al. 1993 for high-mass
stars, Girardi et al. 2000 for
intermediate-mass stars
Grey band: binary sequence



More difficult: masses of pre-main sequence stars
from evolutionary tracks

 Preibisch et al 2002 -- PMS stars in Upper Scorpius OB association



Result: Upper Scorpius
mass function spanning

0.1 to 10-20 solar
masses.  Similar to Reid
et al. 2002 field star IMF,
but slightly flatter at low
masses, hint of structure

just below 1Mo

Γ = -1.6

Γ = +0.1



Problem for most
estimates of IMF:

Evolutionary models,
atmospheres,

effective
temperature scale

Plot shows main
sequence for six sets of
recent stellar evolution
models, compared with
data for all known
binaries with accurate
mass estimates and
Hipparcos distances.
Note discrepancy at H2
dissociation turnover at
low Teff.  Agreement not
good at large masses
either…

Hillenbrand & White 2004



How about direct
mass estimates

from PMS
evolutionary

tracks?
• Plot shows evolutionary

tracks for six sets of
models -- mass estimates
very uncertain! Models
tend to underestimate
masses by ~20%, but no
simple correction
possible.

• Second problem is
converting colors or
spectra to Teff.
Uncertainties below ~0.6
Mo are at least ±200K

Hillenbrand & White 2004



Why cluster IMF studies are difficult -- but crucial!
Concise reviews: Sagar 2000, 2001

1. Poisson noise: most clusters studied have only 50-200 objects to
completeness limit

2. Mass segregation: occurs even in young clusters; must observe to large radii,
but then:

3. Membership: need proper motions; foreground/background contamination;
incompleteness

4. Unresolved binaries: important especially for low-mass IMF

5. Distance, age, metallicity, extinction, and differential reddening

estimates

6. Uncertainties in evolutionary tracks, isochrones;Teff scale: especially for very
young clusters (PMS stars) and low-mass stars, but to some extent for all
cluster studies.  Coupled to 5 above.

  Nearly all these uncertainties increase with cluster distance.

  Note that effects of 2 and 4 are to give an apparent IMF that is too flat.



Two examples of mass segregation:
“Starburst” cluster NGC 3603 (left, Sung & Bessell 2004)

Two 10-30 Myr-old LMC clusters (right, de Grijs et al. 2002)

1. Note that mass segregation can only make a cluster IMF appear too flat.
“Real” IMF must be steeper than apparent IMF for most clusters.

2. Low-mass stars are forming in the starburst cluster.
3. Correction for effect of segregation still leaves a flat IMF in NGC 3603 (Γ
≈ -0.9), but in the LMC clusters (for 0.7 to 5.0 Mo fits) resulting IMFs are
very steep: Γ ≈ -1.6  -1.9 to -2.6 (N1805), and Γ ≈ -1.3  -1.7 to -2.1
(N1818), depending on choice of M-L relation



Why not just combine clusters to reduce noise?
Tricky!

• The combination of different limiting magnitudes
and turnoff masses for the clusters will lead to
severe distortions!  (See figure) Taff 1974 tried to
get around some of these problems.

• Another problem: If upper stellar mass limit in
cluster is limited by available cluster mass,
combined IMF will be too steep --  cluster mass
spectrum gives smaller probability for obtaining
more massive stars (Reddish 1978). Vanbeveren
1982, 1983: field star IMF should be steeper
than the “real” cluster IMF (see also Scalo 1986).
Kroupa & Weidner 2003 independently
discussed this in the context of field star-cluster
IMF differences.  Unclear if this works if most
clusters are more massive than the most
massive possible star, or else discrete sampling
effects need to be explicitly considered.  Also,
examples given here show it is not so clear that
clusters have flatter IMFs than the field stars.



Open cluster compilations: some improvement
over 20 years

Tarrab (1982): 
75 young clusters, 1.25 - 14 Mo

Points are Γ vs. mean log mass 
Horizont. dark lines: mass range
Red horizontal lines:  field star estimates

Scatter on left looks enormous, probably due to small average number of stars per cluster (shown).

But if zoom on same mass range on right, scatter is about the same (!), despite huge improvements in every
aspect of problem.  Also, at highest masses, number of stars per cluster is actually smaller.  Main improvement:
We see the definite increased flattening below 1 Mo, continuing to BD limit, but with huge scatter

Hillenbrand (2004)
+ Scalo (1998)



Examples: From Phelps & Janes (1993) study of eight
youngish clusters

Deficiency of low-mass
stars?

 age = 12-25 Myr

 age = 10-22 Myr
 age = 7-19 Myr



Two well-studied ~ 100 million year old clusters:
examples of steep cluster IMFs above ~ 1Mo

Prosser & Stauffer (2003)

Moraux et al. (2003)

Galactic disk lognormal fit,
Chabrier (2001)

Estimated correction
for unresolved
binariesPleiades

age ~ 120 My
Moraux et al. (2003)

  Γ - 2.1

Γ = -1.6 to -1.7  

NGC 2422
Prisinzano et al. (2003)

  Γ = -2.1 ± 0.08

Γ = -1.6 to -1.7



Low-mass cutoffs, dips, …

• Low-mass cutoff in NGC 6231: reminiscent of van den Bergh’s 1960 claims (but
those were incompleteness)

• Probability of dips from random sampling < 1-3% (formula given in Scalo 1986); other
clusters with such dips include NGC2571 (50 Myr, Georgi et al. 2002), NGC2580
(160 Myr, Baume et al. 2004), Orion Nebula Cluster?

Sung et al. (1998)
age ~ 4- 8 Myr

Cuts off at
~ 0.4 Mo!

Baume et al. (2003)
age ~ 8 Myr



More dips, steep IMFs, nonparametric IMF
estimation, …

NGC 4815
age ~ 500 Myr
Prisinzano et al. (2001)

IMF from K - (H-K)
diagram

Hillenbrand (1997)
spectroscopic 
survey

Orion Nebula
Cluster

Hillenbrand &
Carpenter (2000)

Nonparametric pdf estimators much more robust and less sensitive to fluctuations than
histograms, and should be used in future work: see Vio et al. 1994



Cluster IMFs: Low-mass stars to past the BD limit
Left: 15 clusters from Prisinzano et al. 2001 using same isochrones (Girardi et al. 2000)

Right: 4 clusters from Chabrier 2003 using same M-L (Baraffe et al. 1998, Chabrier et al. 2000)

Bejar et al. (2001)

Barrado y Navascues et al. (2002)

Hambly et al. (1999), Moraux et al. (2003), Dobbie et al (2002)

Barrado y Navascues et al. (2002)

Prisinzano et al. (2001)



New tool in IMF arsenal: near-IR imaging of embedded
clusters and LF modeling to derive IMFs

• Left: FLAMINGOS camera K-band image of IC 348

• Center: derived K-band LF and model fit using three-segment IMF to generate theoretical KLF

• Right: IMFs of model KLFs compared with Trapezium IMF derived by same method by Muench
et al. 2000

Useful for deeply embedded young clusters, can reach very small masses. 
Recent review: Lada & Lada 2003.  Shown below: procedure for IC 348, Muench et al. 2003



Low-mass and substellar IMFs from (nearly) complete
spectroscopic surveys of star-forming regions

• Claimed as real IMF difference: IC 348 and ONC peak at ~ 0.15-0.2 Mo, Taurus
peaks at ~ 0.8 Mo

• IMFs for IC 348 and ONC are also similar from ILF modeling (Muench et al. 2003).
But deep J-LF modeling of IC 348 by Preibisch et al. 2003 finds BD deficit like Taurus,
not ONC!  Yet they get BD fraction in agreement with Luhman et al. for IC348.

Selsnick et al. (2004)
Inner Orion Nebula Cluster

all stars

completeness 
correction age ~ 5 - 10 Myr; ~ 200 objects

Briceno et al. (2002)
Luhman et al. (2003a)

Luhman et al. (2003b)

age ~ 1 Myr; ~ 90 objects

age ~ 2 Myr, ~ 290 objects



Part II: IMF theories



 IMF

some process gives scale-
free hierarchical structure

“turbulence”

disk MRI

SN, SB

spiral shearing

condensations form
in molecular clouds

quasi-equilibrium
cores

transient, unbound

gravitationally
unstable cores

instabilities in
turbulent
compressions

ambipolar
filamentation

instabilities in
expanding
shells quiescent

gravitational
instablity

bending mode
instability

cooling
instabilities

bound by external shocks

ambipolar
diffusion

magnetic
reconnection

gradual loss of support

lull in external
energy input

turbulent
dissipation

collisional coalescence 
and fragmentation

accretion
disruption by turbulent
shearing or shocks

growth, termination by 
disk disruption

collapsing 
protostars

feedback on
entire process

UV radiation
winds,
jets

SNe, SBs
accretion,
mass loss,
dynamical
interactions

Theoretical Conceptions of Processes Controlling the IMF

]



Theory: Two routes to universality by forgetting
initial conditions

• Coalescence of protostellar cores would yield universal IMF if large number of
collisions per core (Nakano 1966,…Silk & Takahashi 1979,…); but shape depends on
details of core collision outcomes.  Accretion (low-mass end) introduces variability.

• If a large number of variables determines the stellar mass and enter multiplicatively,
by fragmentation (Larson 1973, Elmegreen & Mathieu 1983, Zinnecker 1984) or
accretion rate (Adams & Fatuzzo 1996), 5-30 collisions or variables will yield a
lognormal IMF by the central limit theorem (if the variables are uncorrelated!)

Pumphrey & Scalo (1978) Adams & Fatuzzo (1996)

N = 1
2

3
5



IMF from turbulent fragmentation?  Example of core mass
spectrum from recent simulation (Li et al. 2004)

• Simulations are 5123 self-gravitating MHD, periodic BCs, isothermal, forced at large scales

• MF at high masses agrees with index (-1.3) predicted by Padoan & Nordlund theory (for simulation
power spectrum slope) until ~ 0.5τff. But much flatter at later times (~ -0.7 to -0.5) due to core
coalescence.  Get clear turnover at low masses (not observed).

• See also Padoan et al. 2001, Klessen 2001, Heitsch et al. 2001, Bate et al. 2003, Gammie et al. 2003.



Complex structure in colliding gas flows: cooling, bending, kink, and
sausage mode instabilities ⇒ won’t be able to get IMF from simulations

without significantly increased resolution

Example is from Burkert 2004, shell formed from two converging HI Mach 1 flows; get cooling
and bending instabilities.

Other recent studies: Blondin & Mark 1996, Klein & Woods 1998, Miniati et al. 1999, Koyama
& Inutsuka 2002.

Analytical extension including self-gravity and B: Hunter et al. 1998 -- kink modes, sausage
modes, new gravitational instability mode


